[30 years cardiac pacemaker therapy: a status evaluation].
Antibradycardiac pacemaker therapy has become established as one of the most effective forms of cardiological therapy for the indications AV-block, sick sinus syndrome, bradyarrhythmia, and hypersensitive carotid sinus. About 220,000 systems are implanted per year worldwide, about 32,000 in West Germany. Of the pacing modes, the fixed-rate ventricular single chamber systems (VVI) dominate with a share of almost 90%. Prognostic importance: For AV-block, the improvement of the prognosis by pacemaker therapy is unquestionable, since it increases the cumulative survival rates to 81% and 95% after 1 year and 50% to 65% after 5 years. For sick sinus syndrome, VVI-pacing proves to be a symptomatic measure, no prognostic importance can be proven. It is not conclusively clarified at present whether physiological pacing modes (AAI, DDD) have any such importance. Pacemaker therapy also has no prognostic importance for bradyarrhythmia. Hemodynamic importance: Numerous hemodynamic studies show that fixed-rate VVI-pacing fails to produce a long-term hemodynamic improvement for either an AV-block or a sick sinus syndrome. In sick sinus syndrome hemodynamic improvement can only be achieved by physiological pacing modes (AAI, DVI, DDD), whereby the increase in cardiac output is between 11% to 30%. For AV-block a long-term hemodynamic improvement can only be obtained by atrial triggered pacing modes (VAT, VDD, DDD); this is higher than the values of fixed-rate VVI-pacing by 7-25% at rest, or 10-40% under exercise. Similar results with improvements of the exercise hemodynamics between 22% and 66% are reported for rate-modulated single-chamber pacing (VVIR) for AV-block. Future trends: In the fourth decade of pacemaker therapy, developments point toward the "smart pacemaker", toward rate-modulated systems with combinations of parameters, toward rate-modulated dual-chamber systems and universal antibradycardiac and antitachycardiac systems.